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Autonomous Miniature Flying Robots: Coming
Soon !
Samir Bouabdallah, Member, IEEE, , Marcelo Becker, Member, IEEE and Roland Siegwart, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— The evolution of autonomous Miniature Flying
Robots (MFR) is considerably intensified thanks to the recent
growth of military and civil interest in unmanned aerial robotics
that are able to perform different tasks such as surveillance and
rescue. This paper presents some of the researches undertaken for
the ASL-MFR project. It introduces a new design methodology
adapted to rotorcraft miniature flying robots and presents two
different application examples: a mini quadrotor named OS4 and
a compact coaxial rotor helicopter called CoaX. In addition to
this, an original concept of hybrid active and passive control for
CoaX is addressed. Finally, a simulation tool based on Matlab
and Simulink is described. This tool permits easy and fast
MFR and environment reconfiguration, allowing the designer
to test different MFR concepts, on board sensor types and
configurations, as well as control techniques in various testing
conditions. The results obtained and the know-how developed to
date reinforce our conviction in the emergence of autonomous
MFRs.
Index Terms— Flying robots, quadrotor control, coaxial helicopter, VTOL.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N the last ten years, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) have
gained a strong interest. The recent advances in low-power
embedded processors, miniature sensors and control theory are
opening new horizons in terms of miniaturization and field
of application. Miniature flying robots (MFR) show all their
advantages in complex or cluttered environments. This is the
case of office buildings and commercial centers that are among
many other areas for aerial surveillance. MFR can also serve in
search-and-rescue missions after earth-quakes, explosions, etc.
These are most of the time dangerous scenarios and require
important task-forces including fire-fighters and Samaritans.
An aerial robot capable of flying in narrow space and collapsed
buildings could quickly and systematically search victims of
accidents or natural disasters without risking human lives.
When flying in such conditions, it is essential to have a vehicle
that can easily fit through small openings and maneuver
around pillars and destructed wall structure. MFR could, after
localization, provide coordinates of people to guide rescue
forces in their task. In such hazardous environment, wireless
communication is difficult and very often impossible because
of natural obstacles. An aerial relay would be possible using
several aerial vehicles equipped with transceivers, assuring a
constant communication. The potential capabilities of these
systems and the challenges behind are attracting the scientific
and the industrial community. Paper [1] outlined the development of a miniature autonomous flight control system and the
creation of a multi-vehicle platform for experimentation and
validation of multi-agent control algorithms. Document [2]

TABLE I
VTOL CONCEPTS COMPARISON . (1=BAD , 4=V ERY GOOD )

Power cost
Control cost
Payload/volume
Maneuverability
Mechanics simplicity
Aerodynamics complexity
Low speed flight
High speed flight
Miniaturization
Survivability
Stationary flight
Total
1

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

2
1
2
4
1
1
4
2
2
1
4
24

2
1
2
3
2
1
3
4
3
3
4
28

2
4
4
2
3
1
4
1
4
3
4
32

2
2
3
2
1
1
3
2
2
1
4
23

1
3
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
1
4
33

4
3
1
1
4
3
4
1
1
3
3
28

3
2
2
3
1
1
2
3
2
2
1
22

3
1
1
3
1
1
2
3
4
3
2
24

A=Conventional helicopter, B=Axial rotor, C=Coaxial rotors, D=Tandem
rotors, E=Quadrotor, F=Blimp, G=Bird-like, H=Insect-like.

presents several results in centimeter-scale quadrotor design
and analysis. One of recent results from [3] is a 13.6 cm
(5.3in) micro-helicopter able to hover 3 minutes. It is remotely
operated via a Bluetooth link. Another interesting development
is the flapping concept presented in [4]. The Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology is also participating with several
projects to this scientific endeavor [5]. At the Autonomous
Systems Lab (ASL) we are convinced that the emergence of
fully autonomous MFRs will be the result of a system-level
optimization and a simultaneous effort on design and control.
Our approach is mainly applying innovative control techniques
to redesign vehicles with considerable optimized mechanics.
The idea is to miniaturize the robot in every redesign step
in order to push the frontier of the feasible at each iteration.
The objective of ASL-MFR project is to optimally design and
control aerial systems for navigation in cluttered environments.
A quadrotor and a coaxial Vertical Take-Off and Landing
systems (VTOL) are particularly considered. This allows the
exploration of different ways for the same goal. In fact,
in comparison with other flying principles, VTOL systems
have specific characteristics which allow the execution of
applications that would be difficult or impossible for other
concepts. Table I gives a short and no exhaustive comparison
between different VTOL concepts. This is an adaptation of
the larger comparison in [6]. As one can see in the table,
the quadrotor and the coaxial helicopter are among the best
configurations if used as MFR. In order to achieve this aim,
a new design methodology was created, implemented and
applied to the quadrotor OS4 and the coaxial CoaX minihelicopters. This method provides a systematic approach to
VTOL-MFR design. On the simulation side, we implemented a
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dynamics simulator usable for hovering and forward flight Fig.
14. An aerodynamics Simulink block was developed based on
a combination of momentum and blade element theory [7].
This simulator helps the development of active attitude
and altitude controllers on OS4 based on inertial and range
sensors. It is currently used for the development of sonar-based
obstacle-avoidance and vision-based position controllers. All
the processing for OS4 is done onboard except for the vision
part. On the other hand, CoaX is passively (mechanically)
controlled on roll and pitch angles thanks to its flexible
propellers. We achieve lateral motion by actively moving
the center of gravity (CoG) using two rotational links. All
the processing is done onboard. In ASL-MFR project we
are tackling the stability problem from two different ways:
Pure active control (OS4) and Hybrid passive/active control
(CoaX). This paper is organized in six sections. The design
methodology and its applications is presented in the second
section. The third section focuses on simulation and control.
In section four we summarize some general results on both
OS4 and CoaX. In sections 5 and 6 the future work and the
conclusion are respectively presented.
II. D ESIGN
The design of optimal MFR is a challenging task due to the
interdependency of the main design variables. This makes the
choice of each variable strongly conditioned by the choice of
all the others.
In addition to this, the scaling laws are often unfavorable
and thus, the sensors and actuators performance, the amount
of energy, the embedded computation power are substantially
limited. On the other hand, we need lightweight materials but
robust enough to avoid vibrations, especially in the case of
miniature rotorcraft where the ratio between inertia of the
rotating parts and the fixed ones is high. All these constraints
make the design optimization of paramount importance.

2

of the quadrotor a rule of thumb fixes an optimum thrust to
weight ratio to 2:1 this is about 1.4:1 for a miniature coaxial
and 4:1 for small scale aerobatic helicopters. The propeller’s
information helps to build a selected actuators data bank
which is likely to meet the power requirements. Then, a rough
estimation of the airframe and avionics masses is necessary to
have a first estimation of the total mass without battery (see
Fig.1).

Fig. 1. The design method flowchart. The user has to define a target mass
and size of his system and the airframe and avionics mass.

2) The Iterative Algorithm: The process starts by picking
up an actuator from the data base, estimating its performances
with the propeller’s model, computing the system total mass,
power consumption, propulsion group (PG) cost and quality
factors in hover and maximum thrust points (see Table III).
Moreover, the autonomy and a special index (autonomy/mean
power) characterize the overall system quality. This is done for
an incremental battery mass variable, for every actuator in the
data bank as schematized in Fig. 2. In order to illustrate the

A. Design Methodology
The natural instability of VTOLs can be reduced by acting
on several system parameters. For instance, placing appropriately the CoG, reducing the inertia of the rotating masses
and ensuring a physical symmetry. However, the designer
has to fix numerous other design variables concerning all the
subsystems themselves. Taking a decision concerning all these
variables requires an appropriate methodology. We developed
and implemented a practical method to handle the design problematic of a small scale rotorcraft by combining the theoretical
knowledge of the system and a minimum of optimization
results analysis. This method is by far less complex than a
traditional Multidisciplinary Design Optimization.
1) The General Method: The starting point of the design
process is to define an approximate target size and weight of
the system, dictated generally by the final application. This
gives a good idea about the propeller size to use. Using a
mathematical model of a propeller or by an experimental
characterization of a given propeller [8] one can estimate
the thrust and drag coefficients (in hover) which permits the
verification of the thrust requirements. For the special case

Fig. 2.
The iterative algorithm flowchart. The battery mass variable is
incremented until the desired constraints are reached.

design methodology proposed, we present below two different
VTOL MFRs developed from scratch.
B. OS4 Design
The OS4 quadrotor represents a design example following
the method described in Subsection II-A. The targeted system
is about 500 g in mass and 800 mm in span. This leads to a
300 mm diameter propeller (for a quadrotor). The main design
variables of a propulsion group resulting from component
selection done by our optimization software are listed in
Table II and used in the models in Table III. Finally, the
choice of the propulsion group components was based on the
iterative algorithm classification with an average cost factor
of C = 0.13 W/g which describes the cost in watts of each
gram lifted and a quality factor of about Q = 5 g/W which
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Fig. 4. OS4 block diagram. OS4 has a DSP processor which handles the lowest control layer (attitude and altitude) based on an IMU and a sonar. Then, a
miniature PC (x-board) handles obstacles avoidance control and communication tasks. The robot communicates through a wifi interface and accepts standard
remote control signals.

TABLE II
OS4 PROPULSION GROUP DESIGN VARIABLES
propeller
efficiency
mass
thrust coef.
drag coef.
inertia
speed

ηp
mp
b
d
Jr
Ω

gearbox
efficiency
mass
max. torque
max. speed
inertia
red. ratio

ηgb
mgb
Jgb
r

motor
efficiency
mass
max. power
internal res.
inertia
torque cst.

ηm
mm
Pel
R
Jm
k

OS4

unit

62-81
5.2
3.13e-5
7.5e-7
6e-5
199-279

%
g
N s2
Nm s2
kg.m2
rad/s

OS4

unit

96
7
0.15
1000
1.3e-6
4:1

%
g
Nm
rad/s
kg.m2

OS4

unit

50-60
12
35
0.6
4e-7
5.2

%
g
W
Ω
kg m2
mN m/A

TABLE III
M ODELS OF THE PROPULSION GROUP
COMPONENT 1 .
component
Propeller
Gearbox

model
(b, d)Ω2 = (T, D)
Pin ηgb = Pout
2

k
u = J dω
DC motor
− kR ω − D + R
dt
PG cost
Pel /(T − mpg ) = C
3
PG quality2,
Tw BW /ΩC = Q
1
2
3

See Table II for symbols definitions.
Tw is the thrust/weight ratio of the PG.
BW (max. control freq.) PG bandwidth.

Fig. 3. The OS4 propulsion group. The module is interfaced through I 2 C
bus and has a local PI speed controller.

describes the lifting quality of each gram (see Table III). This
was for the maximum battery mass found by the iterative
algorithm: mbat = 230 g (11V, 3.3Ah) of lithium-polymer.
This provides an autonomy of about 30 minutes. Due to the
fact that the motor’s torque in this application is limited,
the gearbox is mandatory and beneficial for such VTOL to
preserve good motor efficiency. The high power/weight ratio
of the selected (12 g, 35W) brushless DC (BLDC) motor
justifies this choice even with the control electronics included.
A 6 g MCU based I2 C controller was specially designed for
the sensorless outrunner LRK195.03 motor as shown in Fig.
3. Obviously, BLDC motors offer high life-time and less
electromagnetic noise. The ready to plug propulsion group
weights 40 g and lifts more than 260 g. For yaw angle and
lateral displacements estimation we use a lightweight vision
sensor. Fig. 4 represents the block diagram of the OS4
avionics. The GPS signal weakness and precision in cluttered
environments makes it difficult to use. On the other hand,
the surrounding metallic structures strongly disturb the IMU
magnetic based yaw estimation. Thus, it was necessary to
develop a lightweight visual positioning module. Embedding
the controller for our application is definitely advisable as
it avoids all the delays and the discontinuities in wireless
connections. A miniature computer module (CM), based on
Geode 1200 processor running at 266 Mhz with 128 Mo of
RAM and flash memory was developed. The computer module
is x86 compatible and offers all standard PC interfaces. The
whole computer is 44g in mass, 56 mm by 71 mm in size
and runs a Debian-based minimalist Linux distribution. The
controller includes a microcontroller for Bluetooth chip interfacing with the computer module. The same MCU is used to
decode the Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) signal picked-up
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TABLE IV
OS4 FACTS

Avoids the usual slow dynamics of fixed pitch rotors: The
rejection of disturbances is instantaneous (up to a given
amplitude).
• Provides a better survivability in case of failure: As long
as the propellers rotate, the CoaX can fly.
• Reduces considerably power consumption: Much less
need for acceleration of rotational masses (rotors).
• Reduced controllers’ complexity: Less loading of processors.
The first challenge was the design of ”smart” propellers
for the mechanical stabilization with minimum complexity.
Another issue was the choice of the actuation for an efficient
3D translation. We selected the coaxial configuration for its
compactness and cancelling of the gyroscopic effects thanks
to contra-rotating propellers. For the translation we considered
an arrangement of 3 thrusters in 120◦ in the horizontal plane.
This makes it possible to achieve omnidirectional motion as
depicted in the top row of Fig. 7 without direct tilting of
the main rotors. A first prototype was built by considering
only one motor for the two main propellers (see Fig. 7).
This helps reducing the weight and power consumption but
it offers less flexibility in yaw control. At the same time we
used firstly three small propellers for the translations. This
solution is simple but increases the system volume and the
power consumption while it decreases the robustness and the
survivability. Secondly, we tested in the same arrangement
three rotating cylindrical actuators taking benefit from the
downwash to generate Magnus effect (bottom row of Fig.
7). This offers not only more compactness but also better
efficiency and survivability than the small propellers. The first
•

parameter

symbol

value

unit

Autonomy
Inertia on x
Inertia on y
Inertia on z
Thrust/weight
Total mass
Span
Height

Au
Ixx
Iyy
Izz
Twsys
m
Sp
H

30
6.228e-3
6.225e-3
1.121e-2
2:1
0.52
0.7
0.18

min
kg m2
kg m2
kg m2
kg
m
m

from a 1.6 g, 5 channels commercially available RC receiver.
This makes it possible to change the number of channels
as convenient and control the robot using a standard remote
control. Finally, a wireless LAN USB adapter was added.
On the ground side, a standard Ground Control Software
(GCS) for all our flying robots was developed. Presently, it
permits environment visualization, waypoints and flight plans
management as well as data logging and controller parameters
tuning.
1) The Design Results: The robot as a whole represents the
result of the design methodology and fits the requirements.
One can see mass and power distributions in Fig. 6. The total
mass is about 520 g where the battery takes almost one-half
and the actuators only one-third thanks to BLDC technology.
All the actuators take obviously the lion’s part, 60 W of 66 W
average power consumption. However, the latter depends on
flight conditions and represents a weighted average between
the equilibrium (40 W) and the worst possible inclination state
(120 W) without loosing altitude. Fig. 5 shows the real robot.

Fig. 5.

4

The OS4 quadrotor. (pict. Alain Herzog)

C. CoaX Design
For CoaX we followed again the method described in
Subsection II-A. The targeted system is about 200 g in mass
and 300 mm in span. This time again, the propeller diameter
is 300 mm.
1) Design Evolution: The CoaX project started in winter
2004 based on the idea of developing an MFR passively stable
in roll and pitch while preserving good maneuverability in 3D
translations. This has numerous advantages as it:

Fig. 7. Top: top view of the first CoaX prototype with three small vertical
propellers arranged at 120 deg from each other. Bottom: top view of the first
CoaX prototype with three small magnus cylinders arranged at 120 deg from
each other.

experiments revealed some weakness in the main propellers,
in spite of which we were able to perform several passively
stable flights. In the second prototype we decided to use one
motor for each main propeller for better yaw and altitude
control. After several tests and brainstorming we converged
to the conclusion that moving the CoG by controlling the
battery’s position is the simplest solution for translations
actuation on the second prototype as seen in Fig. 8. One may
observe that we are using two servo-motors (blue) and two
semi-circular guides (grey) while the battery is attached to
the CoaX body through a kneecap mechanism (blue sphere).
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Fig. 6. Mass and power distributions in OS4 robot. The battery mass represents almost one half of the total mass, while the actuators sink the major part
of the power.

Fig. 9. CoaX Block Diagram. The processing is distributed over three micro-controllers linked with an I2 C bus. The first MCU handles the control task
while the second one is dedicated to data acquisition. All the communications are handled by the third MCU. CoaX communicated through bluetooth and
accept commands from an IR remote control.

We can control each servo separately to move the battery
in one axis, or simultaneously to achieve omnidirectional
motion. Due to its construction, the CoaX requires a hybrid

Fig. 8. CoaX CoG moving system. The two servo-motors rotates according
to the red arrows.

passive/active control. Passive for roll and pitch and active
for the translations. However, in case of strong disturbances,
it might be necessary to augment roll and pitch control by
CoG positioning. This original approach in MFR control might
bring less control complexity and better survivability.
2) The Design Results: Once again the robot as a whole
represents the result of the design methodology and fits the
requirements. One can see CoaX mass and power distributions
in Fig. 11. The total mass is about 200 g where the battery
takes more than one-third and the actuators only one-fifth.

All the actuators take obviously the lion’s part, 25 of 27 W
of the total power consumption in hover and without wind.
Obviously, the latter depends on flight conditions. Fig. 10
shows the real robot.

Fig. 10.

The CoaX helicopter. (pict. Alain Herzog)

III. S IMULATION AND C ONTROL
The performances expected from this new generation of
MFRs can only be achieved through a development of specific
control techniques which are likely to deal with the technical
limitations, especially on sensors and actuators. During ASLMFR project we explored several control approaches from
theoretical development to final experiments. As a first attempt, we tested on OS4 two linear controllers a PID and
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Fig. 11.
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Mass and power distributions in CoaX robot. The battery and the airframe mass take more than one-half the total mass.

TABLE V
C OA X FACTS
parameter
Autonomy
Inertial moment on x
Inertial moment on y
Inertial moment on z
Robot mass
Robot span
Robot height

symbol

value

unit

Au
Ixx
Iyy
Izz
m
Sp
H

20
0.976e-3
0.977e-3
0.233e-2
0.2
0.3
0.25

min
kg m2
kg m2
kg m2
kg
m
m

an LQR, based on a simplified model. The main result was
an autonomous hover flight [9]. However, strong disturbances
were poorly rejected as in presence of wind. In the second
attempt we reinforced the control using backstepping techniques. This time, we were able to elegantly reject strong
disturbances but the stabilization in hover flight was delicate
[10]. Another improvement is now introduced thanks to integral backstepping [11]. Thanks to this technique, OS4 is
able to perform autonomous hovering with altitude control and
autonomous take-off and landing. In parallel we decided to
develop a simulation and analysis software aiming to assist
the control design phase. We looked for a control design
tool that could be combined with the design methodology
described in II. This enables the use of model-based design
from the application definition, to the controller’s design and
simulation. The requirements used to develop this software
were:
• Easy reconfiguration of MFRs
• Flexible integration of different MFRs
• Simple interfacing with traditional toolboxes
• User-friendly graphical interface
• Possibility to modify the environment
• Possibility to analyze simulation results
We decided to use Matlab and Simulink in order to satisfy
these requirements. Figure 12 shows the simulation procedure.
The simulator is used for control and obstacle avoidance
simulations and visualizations. The user has many options in
order to execute the simulation by selecting in the libraries the
desired combination between MFR model, sensors, controllers
and environments. It is possible for example to combine vari-

Fig. 12. Flowchart of the simulation software. After selecting the desired
combination of sensors, MFRs Dynamic Model, controllers and environment,
the user defines the MFR initial position, attitude and speeds and the initial
and final simulation time. The simulation results and controller input and
output can be visualized in a series of charts.

ous sensors and quantities with different control approaches
in different environments. Another interesting characteristic
of the software is that the libraries accept the inclusion of
new models for sensors, MFRs, controllers and environments.
The visualization of the results can be carried out using the
graphical interface shown in Fig. 13. The block ”Simulation
Software” of Fig. 12 (detailed in 14) was recently enhanced
by considering hub forces H and rolling moments R based
on the theory in [12] and [7]. Moreover, we implemented air
friction model and included inertial counter-torques in yaw
dynamics as listed in Table VI. The whole dynamical model
is a composition of all these effects in one mathematical
representation [13]. We captured a first-order actuator’s dynamics by identification. A first-order model is a reasonable
simplification, this was validated with different sets of data.
The dynamics simulator includes all the delays measured and
the noise estimated on the real robot. The results in simulation
are satisfying and we are confident that they are close to reality.
In fact, we use in the real flying experiments exactly the same
controller parameters as in Matlab.
A. Obstacle Avoidance
OS4 is equipped with a sonar-based obstacle avoidance
system composed of four miniature ultrasound range finders in
cross configuration and the altitude sonar. The robot behavior
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Fig. 14. Simulink Model. Control block contain attitude, altitude and obstacle
avoidance blocks.

Fig. 13.

Snapshot from GUI used for visualizing the helicopter orientation.
TABLE VI
M AIN EFFECTS IN OUR SIMULATION MODEL
effect

1

Body gyroscopic effect
Propeller gyroscopic effect
Thrust force
Aerodynamical torque
Hub force
Rolling moment
Inertial acceleration
Friction
1

R-P

Y

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x-y

z

x

x

x

Fig. 15.

Simulation: OS4 avoiding obstacles.

validation as seen in Fig. 16. Hover operation validated all
the electronics and the mechanics. The main limitation is in
the actuator’s dynamics. This is due to the brushless sensorless
technology used. On the other side, CoaX is currently able to

x
x

x

x

R-P=Roll-Pitch, Y=Yaw, x − y − z=x − y − z motion

is simulated using different environment models in different
conditions. The software and the user interface are developed
in Matlab (R14) and Simulink. The obstacle avoidance controller (OAC) evaluates the environment that surrounds OS4
and acts on its x and y speeds while keeping the heading and
altitude. When an obstacle is detected the distance between
it and the helicopter is classified based on a given threshold
as ”far”, ”close” or ”too close”. If the obstacle distance is
”far”, no avoidance action is needed and the OAC does not
interfere with the helicopter normal flight. On the other hand,
if the obstacle distance is ”close” or ”too close” the OAC
informs the helicopter flight control, reduces its speed, and
generates evasive maneuvers. Figure 15 shows a simulation
of OS4 flying path in a 100 m2 environment with obstacles
represented as columns of 20 cm in diameter and 3 meters in
height. Based on the simulated sensor data, the OAC was able
to reduce the speed and generate the evasive maneuvers while
keeping the altitude and the yaw angles stable.

Fig. 16.

OS4 in hover. A training frame was added for safety.

hover as shown in 17. This validates the structure, the control
electronics and the propulsion system. The encoder and the
altitude sensor indicated that the robot takes-off as soon as
the propellers reach about 145 rad/s. The passive stabilization
is working in stationary flight. More investigations are required
to achieve fast forward passively stable flights. The power consumption in flight is about 25 W which is less than expected,
the autonomy should be thus longer. This was measured with
an external power supply in a wired flight.
V. O NGOING AND F UTURE W ORK

IV. G ENERAL R ESULTS
The validation phase for OS4 and CoaX was conducted in
successive steps through different experiments. For OS4 we
first validated the propulsion group through thrust measurement. The total system was then tested in a free flight for

The ASL-MFR project is presently in the implementation phase. OS4 quadrotor is being upgraded with obstacle
avoidance capability and several enhancements in attitude and
altitude control. A new onboard vision module was developed,
it provides accurately the helicopter position (error in dynamic:
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Fig. 17.

CoaX in hover. A training frame was added for safety.

2 cm) with respect to a ground pattern [14]. The first flight
tests of CoaX coaxial helicopter are being conducted with
some improvements in the electronics and the mechanics. In
the control part we are developing the theory for the hybrid
passive-active control in this specific context.
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[8] S. Bouabdallah et al., “Towards autonomous indoor micro vtol,” Autonomous Robots, vol. 18, no. 2, Mar. 2005.
[9] S. Bouabdallah, A. Noth, et al., “Pid vs lq control techniques applied to
an indoor micro quadrotor,” in Proc. (IEEE) International Conference
on Intelligent Robots (IROS’04), Sendai, Japan, 2004.
[10] S. Bouabdallah and R. Siegwart, “Backstepping and sliding-mode techniques applied to an indoor micro quadrotor,” in Proc. (IEEE) International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA’05), Barcelona,
Spain, 2005.
[11] M. Krstić et al., Nonlinear and Adaptive Control Design. New York,
USA: Wiley Interscience, 1995.
[12] G. Done and D. Balmford, Bramwell’s Helicopter Dynamics. Oxford
Butterworth-Heinemann, 2001.
[13] S. Bouabdallah and R. Siegwart, “Towards intelligent miniature flying
robots,” in Proc. of Field and Service Robotics, Port Douglas, Australia,
2005.
[14] T. Hamel and R. Mahony, “Pure 2d visual servo control for a class
of under-actuated dynamic systems,” in Proc. (IEEE) International
Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA’04), Canberra, Australia,
Apr. 2004.

VI. C ONCLUSION
The exponential growth of the interest and investigations
in UAVs is strongly pushing the emergence of autonomous
MFRs. This paper presented some developments in the ASLMFR project. A new design methodology was introduced and
applied to a quadrotor and a coaxial helicopter enhancing
appreciably the robots characteristics by allowing 100% thrust
margin and 30 min autonomy (respectively 40% and 20 min for
CoaX). An original concept of hybrid active and passive control is introduced for CoaX. A simulation software permitting
rapid MFR reconfiguration and various testing conditions was
shown. Finally, a simulation of an obstacle avoidance controller was presented. The numerous developments presented
in this paper reinforce our conviction in the emergence of
autonomous MFRs, soon.
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